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Richard Salmon speaking with St. John’s basketball team, The St. John’s Sabers

St. John Sabers

by Joe Schlossberg	


It surprises me how much the team has
improved over the year of playing basketball.
Elliot Ankomah has grown to be a strong leader
and has helped other people improve. Ethan
Searls has improved an incredible amount in
such a short time. He just keeps on making shot
after shot. We have bonded together in many
ways. There have been so many practices and
games and we have overcome them all together.
And all the games and practices started from
one tiny idea from Evens Angulo. Evens proved
something to me. Never be afraid to make your
ideas shining. Let nobody put your ideas down
just because they think it’s silly. Keep on
pushing onward. Do not be stopped by any
obstacle. Together, we can conquer anything
with God.
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SPORTS continued	


!

Last week, Therese Duvil organized a mini retreat
for our basketball team: The St. John’s Sabers.
Richard Salmon led the day with Godly and
practical advice to the young men—he always leads
by example! A friend of the team, Mac Henderson,
who has also coached the boys from Oaks of
Righteousness, came and reminded us to always put
God first.
Therese, the official Team Mother,
showered them with her strong and loving grace
that she always displays. (Don’t let her fool you,
she’s gentle yet tough!) I talked about Victory in
the game as well as ultimate victory. We also
played a few team-building games, but a highlight
for me was an appreciation exercise. Everyone put
their names on the bottom of a sheet of paper and
passed the paper to the next person. That person
had to write a sentence or two describing the person
whose name was on the sheet, then fold it down and
pass it on to the next. Here are some quotes:	

“He is funny and does not stop trying.”	

“He has a big heart and always seems in a good
mood.”	

“For a little guy, he’s got a lot of power.”	

“Has a certain swag.”	

“He is very funny and a great friend.”	

“I wanna be like him.”	

“Always seems to have a great energy, always put
us in a good mood.”	

“Always gets up if he falls down.”	

“You’re a respectful young man.”	

“You are a really good friend. I love you.”	

These are not just the best—they were ALL this
positive!! Pages and pages of affirmation from one
another. The true definition of Team. The true
example of Christian living.	

—Katie Brillat	
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BUSINESS	
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You may recall my previous two
articles. This is the third installment.
As I have graduated to middle
school, I am in a new school building
and am not sure if I should continue
my drawing business. A few days in, I
realized the demand was still good.
I’ve been starting small, only
accepting snacks, though I have
gotten a few offers of cash, which is a
good sign. So far I have: five-plus
customers, seven drawings for sale,
and one full stomach.!

!

—Ben Nardone

PEOPLE

right: drawings by Lydia Schlossberg!
below: drawings by Amalia Nardone!
story by Lydia Smith!

Once Upon A Time…

!

In the Gym at St. John’s, There was a Kingdom. The
Kingdom had a couple of Rebel–Thieves. The Queen
Sent out Her noble guards, Sir Alucious, and Sir
Ablob , to Quell the rebellion. The thieves stole the
ball of ruby poison. the elemental animals—the owl
of gold, the owl of ice, and the dog of bolt helped
the guards to get them back. The queen also has
her own elemental pet—the Leopard of the sun.
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Editors’ Note: Last summer, St. John’s hosted an Arts Camp instead of a traditional V.B.S. “Miss
Gail’” has kindly submitted some of her impressions to the Times. St. John’s teachers made use of
their skills in offering classes in sculpture, drawing, the Bible, cooking, guitar, sign language, drama,
basketball, and fitness—Miss Gail and other volunteers kept everyone fed, watered, organized, and
peaceful—they were living proof that God does provide.

Quiche at Camp by Miss Gail (Richardson)!
What a wonderful idea … Michael is going to
show us how to make quiche! Responses
from older campers varied from “what’s
quiche?” to “I love quiche!” The youngest
thought that cooking was fun whatever was
being made. During snack the reality set in
among the adults—how do we actually do
this tomorrow? We won’t all fit in the kitchen
…. Blessedly an appropriate plan emerged:
we would provide two ready-made pie shells
for each of five tables, divide the ingredients
into ten groups, and trust! Chris and Richard
Salmon volunteered to shop for ingredients,
an offer that was gratefully received.!
The next morning while the children were
involved in morning activities, we divided the
cheese and the broccoli into ten bowls, and
separated the eggs into groups of six.
Michael Jewett and Peg Barnewall arrived to
help. Michael had made a beautiful and clear
set of instructions to post. After Fr. Steve’s
lesson and snack, Katie invited Michael to
share some of his beautiful drawings with the
group.!
Then it was time for quiche … and all the
volunteers went to work delivering
ingredients and verbal instructions to “Wait
for Michael to show us!” What followed was
a miracle of attentiveness and absorption.
Following Michael’s demonstration, the
campers put the cheese in the pie shells,
then lots of broccoli (yes, there was a little
sampling but we had plenty). The tricky part
was beating the eggs, but the older campers
and adults helped the younger campers and
we had only one egg-spill. After the beaten
eggs were added, one camper proudly !

Neveah drew this. Her name is
“heaven” spelled backward. She
was baptized on the day this issue
of the Times was released.

!
!
demonstrated that if he pressed down
carefully with the fork, he could add more
broccoli. Then the adults took the ten pies
into the kitchen to bake. Because of the
timing, the quiche was to be served cold as
snack on the following day. Some of the
campers were a little disappointed that they
wouldn’t have “their” quiche, but all went off
in good spirits to their next activity, pleased
with what they had accomplished. !
There were so many wonderful lessons
learned: creativity takes many forms, a little
planning can avert chaos, there is joy in
working together, and God will provide!
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